
THE PIXAR DETECTIVE

CHAPTER 23 
And Beyond 

 The young hostage opened her eyes to see a wooden ceiling only     
several feet from her face. Her confined quarters had been difficult to 
tolerate for the first few weeks, but she was slowly beginning to 
appreciate the familiarity of her surroundings. At least it’s always 
there, the young hostage heard herself say. She arose from her bed of 
hay and made the bed as carefully as she could without striking her 
head against the low ceiling or sending stray hay grass on the floor. 
Any mess she left behind would cause her nothing but torment, so the 
hostage grabbed a nearby broom and swept whatever strands she 
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could see into a pile she could easily pick up and discard. It had taken 
her a few days to fully learn this lesson.  

 She opened the door and let herself stretch as she meandered     
through the nearly lopsided hallway and into the boiling room, where 
her host was pouring stew into neatly rounded bowls made of stone.  

 “Squirrel again?” Mary dared to say. Her eyes did not meet that     
of her captor. 

 The host did not reply. Instead, she picked up the bowl and     
handed it to Mary with a half-smile. “Squirrel keeps your strength up, 
little dear. And I’ve mixed it with several herbs that only alter your 
chemistry just a wee bit,” she said with her fingers pinching a small 
shape. 

 Mary ignored that. You don’t scare me as much as you wish you     
did, she thought, wishing to have the courage to say it aloud. 
“Whatever pleases you, Belle.” 

 The woman scoffed. “Excuse me?”     
 “Sorry,” Mary rolled her eyes. “Whatever pleases you, Princess     

Belle.” 
 With that, the woman smiled and sat at the table, ready to     

devour her squirrel stew. In their first week together, Mary had 
learned all of the customary greetings her captor desired of her, and 
they all ended with Princess Belle. She found no meaning it, as her 
captor admitted this was not her true name on the first day she 
requested it. Regardless, Mary did as she was told. For weeks, she 
served the needs of their small home, doing whatever was asked of her 
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in exchange for regular meals. Because their home rested on an island 
surrounded by water, the host allowed her to wander anywhere she 
liked. Mary had explored every inch of the small piece of land, devising 
impossible schemes of escape. But land was never in sight, even when 
the fog was lifted long enough for her to examine the true horizon. 
She’d spend hours of the afternoon staring at the sky, waiting for 
someone to fly over and spot the secret messages she had carefully laid 
out without Princess Belle seeing. Part of her suspected the woman 
knew about these messages. 

 As the weeks passed, Mary grew bold enough to engage Belle     
with more questions, always starting with the true purpose of her 
kidnapping. Every time, the woman would stare at Mary blankly, sigh, 
and point at the large tree that rested above their home and in the 
center of the island. “We’re going to change our fate,” was all she ever 
cared to say, and Mary knew better than to press further.  

 Still, she attempted to satiate her curiosity with occasionally new     
questions, hoping to fool her captor. One day, Mary asked Belle how 
long she had known about this desolate island and why it was so 
important to her. Belle merely looked at her and offered, “Centuries, 
little dear. Though not all at once.” Her riddles were always fashioned 
this way; an answer to a question coupled with a bizarre twist. Mary 
frequently wondered if the woman was a sort of wizard or witch, 
though she could never catch Belle in the act. Every time she’d enter 
the cottage after hearing what sounded like a cryptic chant, she’d see 
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nothing but her captor stirring yet another stew in the cauldron, 
almost nonchalantly. 

 There is magic here, Mary always concluded. Otherwise, there     
was no explanation for how her captor had taken her to such a 
desolate island so quickly. Mary failed to use any magic on her own, 
though she still experimented with the doors of the cottage every few 
days, hoping and pleading for them to work. Truthfully, she had 
always relied on Kevin Sohn’s doors when casting these spells, as Alec 
had refused to continue her training. Azam will surely pay for this, 
she promised, holding nothing but fury for his inability to prepare her. 
The least Alec could do is come find me and get me out of this mess. 
But Alec never came, and the weeks turned into months. 

 One morning, Mary awoke to Belle leaning over her face, staring     
intently. “I know the ceiling is low, but do you have to be this close?” 
she moaned, pulling her covers over her face to shut out the woman’s 
breath. 

 “What have I told you about this place, little dear?”     
 Mary’s cheeks dropped. “This is fun island, not rude island,” she     

said robotically, like she had dozens of times before. 
 “Correct! Now come with me. It’s time to tell you a little bit more     

about this place and why you’re here.” 
 The young hostage almost didn’t believe her. Why today? She     

found no reason to believe she should hope for anything, but Mary 
followed her anyway. 
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 They stepped out of the cottage and walked along the green grass     
under the somewhat bent tree filled with lime-green leaves and too 
many branches to see at one angle. Belle put her hands together like 
she was taking a picture with a real camera. “Gorgeous, just gorgeous,” 
she said looking through the square between her fingers. “Have you 
ever seen a tree as true as this one?” 

 “I’ve seen trees,” Mary said sarcastically, as if she was     
unimpressed by something as plain as a white dress.  

 “Aye, but you haven’t seen a tree this special, I assure you! If it     
wasn’t for this tree, you and I wouldn’t be able to talk right now.” 

 “You’re really selling the tree,” Mary offered with her arms     
crossed. 

 Regardless, the woman continued. “This is a very important tree.     
Its magic is so powerful, it bends the very rules of time. And anyone 
who tries to eat of the tree’s fruit will forever have their fate changed.” 

 “I don’t see any fruit on that tree,” Mary shrugged. “Are we here     
to build some sort of orchard?” 

 Belle ignored her. “Thanks to this tree, I was able to bring you     
here, and as a result, I’ve saved everyone and everything.” She brought 
a finger to her chin. “Yet it’s not enough.” 

 “What are you?” Mary finally asked, as if she was asking     
someone what they did for a living. 

 “I’m a wood-carver. I’ve made beautiful things with wood,     
including trinkets, sculptures, and doors. On this island, I am a 
caretaker. For you. Everything you see around you is yours until I say 
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otherwise. Even the sea belongs to us, and the rocks with it. On this 
island, we’ll never grow old. We’ll never feel truly tired. We’ll spend 
our days admiring the beauty of this tree, and as a result, we’ll save 
everyone and everything.” 

 The woman’s words went over Mary like a harsh wind. I’ll never     
grow old here? Is this woman truly some sort of crazy witch? Mary 
was less certain than ever.  

 “I want to go home. That’s the only thing I want from this island.     
An exit.” 

 “No,” the woman said plainly. She put her hands on Mary’s     
shoulders.  “You can never go back. Even after I fade away, you’ll be 
here, taking care of the island and its animals.” 

 Mary looked around. “These animals won’t be around forever.     
We’re on an island. There isn’t enough food, even.” This had plagued 
Mary for some time, as she realized their food provisions were quite 
limited on such a small set of land. There were many squirrels, insects, 
and even a goat could be seen running into a bush once in a while, but 
it was no true habitat. Everything there seemed to unnatural to live on 
its own. And how did these animals get here, Mary wondered. Was 
this island once a part of the mainland? Once, while Mary was 
exploring the beach and how far the sandbar stretched, she noticed 
what must have once been a reservoir circling the island. Some days, 
the tide would reveal this subtle change of the land, leading Mary to 
believe they were in the middle of a lake, though the presence of 
seawater dispelled these notions.  
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 “The island always provides, little dear. All of our needs will be     
met, and beyond. Until the end of our days.” She hugged Mary tightly 
and walked away, cackling quietly to herself.  

 Something about her captor’s laughter made the situation sink     
in. Mary approached the shore to see the sun just inching over the 
water ahead of her. Someone. Anyone. Please take me away from 
here.  

••• 

 Nothing irritated Robert Best more than a person who talked too     
much. Across from him, a tall but young man dressed in a blue polo 
and khakis spoke incessantly through the mic in his headset. Robert 
considered turning his mic off during their trip, but he’d need to hear 
any and all updates from the helicopter pilot, in case they were 
approached by a potential threat. But the only thing threatening me 
right now is this man, who would ruin my sanity given the chance.  

 “Well, do you?” the man asked.     
  Robert glanced at him. “Sorry, Boyle, I wasn’t listening.”    
 “Do you think this makes you a Prefect?”      
 The question didn’t register. Robert had to think for a moment.     

Why is this boy asking me such strange questions? 
 “I’m just saying,” Boyle continued,” since you’ll be leading these     

disciplinary recruits, that sort of means you’re a Prefect now. Which is 
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weird, because you don’t have the badge, papers—you didn’t even 
swear an oath to the court!”  

 This made Robert think of the few Prefects he had come across     
since joining Pixar University. Everyone starts out a student. Only the 
elite become Advisors, but to be an Advisor you have to serve at least 
ten years as an Alumni. But the Prefects were an entirely different 
circumstance. Few choose to be a Prefect. They’re usually chosen, and 
they tend to only be the most elite of the elite. It seemed impossible to 
Robert that he was being considered this way, despite his current role 
as an Alumni still being in effect. After taking over for Alec Azam, he 
suspected he’d have to wait until his next assignment to expect any 
sort of promotion. 

 “I don’t know,” Robert finally replied. “This is a strange situation.     
We currently know very little about these Unforgivables and what it 
will take to lead them.” 

 “I understand,” Boyle said immediately and quickly. “It’s just     
strange to me that they’d let you do this at all. Is the poacher that 
much of a threat?” 

 Not anymore. Not with these gloves in my bag. He could feel     
their contours touch has bag as he leaned against his seat. These 
Unforgivables are glorified bodyguards.  

 “I know it seems like overkill, but I’ve already underestimated     
the poacher once. I never underestimate anyone a second time. For all 
I know, he could have more companions than just the ones we 
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confronted in Tri-County, so this time, we’re taking him down with as 
many people as the university will allow.”  

 His words made sense as he said them aloud, but Robert Best     
doubted the usefulness of these recruits nonetheless. I know less 
about them than I do my enemy, he observed. And it didn’t settle well 
with him. He tried to reflect on the case files for the Unforgivables, but 
Boyle would not allow the conversation to stay finished.  

 A few hours passed before the helicopter finally descended near     
the brown foothills of their destination. Robert and Rey stepped off 
the platform and entered the encampment. They were welcomed by a 
tall man in a traditional military uniform.  

 “Welcome to Area 66. Around here, I go by Sarge.”     
 Robert looked at him dubiously. “We’re pretty far from the     

highway. Why is there a military presence here?” 
 They walked together as Sarge replied. “I’m just an emissary.     

We’ve hid in plain sight for years. Used to be this place was a tourist 
trap, but it’s since dried up in business. We still keep the ruse up with 
various shops and services, but no one comes around. Our latest 
recruits have all but finished their training, here, with the exception of 
your team. They’ve, uh, had difficulty acclimatizing to the way we do 
things.”  

 “Is that them?” Rey asked as they turned a corner to see a man     
and a woman sitting on lounge chairs. 
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 Sarge sighed and walked them to the recruits. “At attention,     
whelps! Your superior is here to initiate your first assignment. Get 
over here Badger.”  

 A boy of about nineteen stood up begrudgingly and wiped the     
dirt from his pants. He wore thick goggles and had two large front 
teeth protruding from his mouth. So this is the Underminer’s nephew, 
eh? Not quite as mutated, but I can see the family resemblance. 

 “The name’s Robert Best, son. On missions, you’ll address me as     
Mr. Best.” He let out his hand to shake Badger’s, but the boy didn’t 
seem to understand.  

 “What do I call you if we’re in the camp? Or on a plane? Or in the     
middle of a dig? Or right after a mission? Or right before a mission—” 

 “Just,” Robert interrupted him, “Mr. Best will do at all times, if     
you don’t have the discernment to do otherwise. What can you do?” 

 “I dig holes. Big ones. And I can make weapons. I have a drill     
that’s so big, I was able to make the biggest hole you’ve ever seen in 
just seven minutes.” He laughed after saying this. “It was so big, Mr. 
Best—that’s what I call, right? It was so big, it took Petit over two 
hours to crawl out after she fell in.” 

 As he said this, a woman approached and put him in a headlock.     
“Two hours?! You liar! And it wasn’t even me who fell in the hole!” 

 Badger groaned in pain. “Fine, it was me. But you would have     
taken even longer, I bet.” 

 “I wouldn’t have even fallen in the hole in the first place.” She let     
him go as Sarge was about to do that for her. 
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 “And this is Petit,” Sarge announced, shooting her a dark look.     
She was slightly taller than Badger, though Robert couldn’t figure out 
her age based on her looks. But from her accent, it was clear where she 
came from. 

 “You’re the former ward of Bomb Voyage, I take it?”     
 She grimaced. “Never officially, Mr. Best. He disappeared some     

time ago, but the university seems to think I know where he went. It 
matters not, since they recruited me for my skills, not what inspired 
them.” 

 “You also used those skills to wreak as much havoc as your idol,”     
Rey shot back at her. “I’m quite familiar with his work, actually, and 
you strike me as more of a fan than his successor.” 

 This angered Petit greatly, Robert could tell. But she didn’t     
retaliate as Robert expected. They’ve gone a long way in beating the 
insolence out of these kids. Though he was still unsure if he could call 
Petit a kid, slender as she was. 

 “I believe there’s just one more recruit, correct?” Robert asked     
Sarge. “I don’t recall seeing the name in the folder, or anything about 
the recruit, really.” 

 As he said this, Badger and Petit glanced at each other and     
looked desperate to leave. Even Sarge seemed put off by the statement.  

 “Yes, there’s another, and his identity is protected by the     
university, which you must know.” Sarge met the eyes of a soldier 
standing in front of one of the tents farther from their spot. “Bring in 
Nomanisan,” he ordered. 
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 Nomanisan? Where have I heard that before? As Robert tried to     
remember, he noticed Rey’s face turn completely white.  

 “Robert,” but she was cut off by the sound of someone walking     
through the flap of the tent and making eye contact with seemingly 
everyone at once.  

 The figure walked toward them slowly and didn’t blink once as     
he walked. The man, if one would call him that, was utterly bald, and 
he wore a dark grey coat that covered most of his body. Strange lines 
were coming out of what should have been his ears, but the shapes 
looked more like circles than anything else. His eyes had no color, it 
seemed, and his face was as cold as his demeanor. If the man had skin, 
then there’s no way it had been given to him naturally. Of that, Robert 
was certain. 

 Suddenly, it was all clear. “Nomanisan,” Robert greeted him     
without emotion. “You were made on Nomanisan Island.” 

 The man looked at him. “The first me was made there. I was     
finished elsewhere.” 

 Before he could finish speaking, Rey left. Not surprising, thought     
Robert. She knows that island all too well. 

 “Explain how this all works,” Robert said to Sarge, his eyes still     
fixed squarely on Nomanisan. 

 “He’s an android. His consciousness is solely composed of the     
thinking and memory of the original Omnidroid, invented by—” 

 “Buddy Pine,” Robert interrupted. The man who nearly killed     
my namesake. Strange, the legacies we keep. “What can he do?” 
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 Nomanisan answered for him. “I have both the functionality and     
will of the Omnidroid. I increase in skill as I fight and learn, though 
special parameters have been placed in my programming by the 
university.” 

 Robert turned to Sarge. “Which Advisor came up with this idea?”     
 “This goes way back,” he answered. “They’ve been wanting to     

safely utilize this thing since they stopped him the first time.” 
 “And we’re sure he’s safe?”     
 “I want to say yes, but—”     
 “Then say yes,” Robert shot back. He turned to the android.     

“Welcome to our team, Nomanisan. You’ll follow every order I make, 
and you are to harm no one unless I command it.” 

 The expression on Nomanisan’s face changed for the first time. “I     
have already been programmed to follow the orders of my Prefect.” 
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••• 

 An uneasiness penetrated Sadie as she fastened her seatbelt and     
watched Logan do the same. Behind them, Al was already fast asleep. 
This jet hasn’t even taken off and he’s already in slumber, she 
thought. Sadie had noted his laziness several times already. Down the 
aisle, a man dressed in blue started waving his hands in what appeared 
to be a strange ritual for health and safety. 

 “Why does the blue man hold that mask over his head?” she     
asked her seat mate. 

 Logan laughed a bit. “They’re showing us what to do if the plane     
crashes. Just relax and pay attention.” She tried to sit back and relax, 
but Sadie continued. 

 “Nonsense,” she barked as she peered out the small window to     
her left. “I’ll just turn into a dragon if this mechanism fails us.” 

 As she said this, Logan laughed again. “Nice try, but you’ve     
already told me you can’t transform into a dragon.” 

 This was true. During their time staking out Stevin and the     
imposter, Sadie had tested the limits of her powers with Logan’s help. 
Now, try becoming a dinosaur, Logan had beckoned many times. 
Truthfully, Sadie didn’t understand the appeal of such creatures, as 
her normal transformations seemed inherently superior. The imposter 
Sadie might be able to do it. So you should too, Logan had lectured 
her once. That had infuriated Sadie, but it made sense.  
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 “12 hours,” Logan said to her, excited. “In 12 hours, we’ll be in     
Paris. And if they find Mary there, we can finally make our move.” 

 And the imposter will be finished. Nothing made her smile faster     
than the thought of her alternate self being eliminated. She sometimes 
wondered if the chip in her neck influenced this, or if it was how she 
truly felt. I don’t need a chip to dictate the destruction of a fake, she 
decided. My thoughts are merely enhanced by the chip. We’re in 
perfect sync. 

 Sadie turned her attention out the window. “This vessel refuses     
to initiate its journey,” she barked. “At this rate, the imposters will 
complete their mission before we’re in the air.”  

 “We’re not that far behind them,” Logan assured her. “Their ship     
is fast, but these planes are, too. They’re smaller and glide through the 
air quicker than those oversized dirigibles.” 
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 This did not ease her thoughts. Every second we waste eating     
these strange peanuts, the imposter Sadie defiles my name.  She took 
a mouthful of the peanuts and reached her hand back to her neck. She 
could feel the raw part of the skin where the chip was buried deep. 
Though Sadie knew it was impossible to will herself into digging it out, 
she considered it for a brief moment.  No, the chip must remain. That 
is my directive. A voice came on over the speakers above them. The 
pilot finally addresses us. 

 As she shuffled in her seat, Sadie reexamined her position on the     
vessel. When they had boarded, Sadie had pleaded with Logan to give 
her the aisle seat. The perfect spot to launch a pre-emptive strike 
against our enemies, she had said. It did not take much to persuade 
Logan, she was beginning to realize. The captain spoke of their 
trajectory and estimated time of arrival, but Sadie could only think of 
how far ahead the imposter had to be.  

 “Logan, can we check the satellite footage before the plane takes     
off?” she asked, as if stating it rather than posing a question. 

 This annoyed her seat mate. “That will mess with the airport     
tower. We have to wait. Besides, it’s only been ten minutes since we 
checked. The dirigible isn’t that fast, and when we arrive in Paris, we 
can check again to close in on them.” 

 “That’s not enough,” Sadie argued. “What if the dirigible changes     
course? We won’t know until it’s too late!” 

 Logan shot her a dark look. “Calm yourself, Sadie. And rely on     
the BnL satellite to do its job. We know exactly where they’re going.” 
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 Sadie hissed. “I should have just transformed into a bird and     
flown myself,” she said surprisingly. She did not intend to say this 
aloud. The remark also surprised Logan, who raised both eyebrows 
and looked as lit as a firework.  

 But she did not retaliate. Instead, Logan sat back in her seat and     
grabbed a magazine from the back of the seat in front of them. And in 
just a few moments they were in the air.  

 Several hours passed, but Sadie refused to take her eyes off of her     
surroundings, though she was tempted on occasion to peer through 
the glass window that hinted clouds and other wonders. As a few more 
hours passed, Sadie could feel herself slipping into a tired state. Her 
eyes struggled to keep their lids parted, and her will to shake herself 
awake grew weaker and weaker as her body sank deeper into her seat. 
As her eyes finally closed, Sadie’s entire body jolted itself awake. 
What? she thought half-awake, stumbling forward. If not for her 
seatbelt, she may have fell out of the seat completely.  

 “Sadie?” Logan asked her, waking up and now looking bright-    
eyed at her companion.  

 It was unclear to Sadie why Logan was staring at her, until she     
noticed Logan’s eyes were viewing her arm. Sadie looked down to see 
her entire tattoo was glowing, like it had never done before. What is 
this? Her thoughts couldn’t collect themselves as she suddenly felt a 
burning sensation wrap around her arm. And it spread as she started 
to panic. 
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 The surrounding passengers quickly caught on to Sadie’s strange     
predicament. The glow was lighting up the entire plane, as the sun had 
nearly set completely and mostly darkness remained. And Sadie’s 
glowing tattoo. She swatted it many times and tried to quietly 
transform it into something else. But none of her forms would catch 
on. Desperate, Sadie tried to take the form of a fly, so she could vanish 
from sight. Instead, she remained human and buried in pain. The 
entire plane was now aware of the frantic girl glowing and scrambling 
to cover her arm.  

 The burning pain shot through her suddenly, and Sadie realized     
what it meant. She glanced at Logan, who also seemed to understand 
what was about to happen. Sadie ripped her seatbelt apart and ran 
down the plane. I have to…I have to…NOW! She stopped by the 
emergency exit, examined it, and ran into it head on. The sensation 
from the tattoo made her feel invincible, as if she had the strength to 
tear the emergency hatch from its constraints. She didn’t. The impact 
sent her stumbling backward. A flight attendant rushed to her side. 

 “Miss, what are you doing? Calm down, miss,” he tried to say, but     
she ignored him. As he tried to put his hands on her, she grabbed his 
arm and roared in his face. Her teeth were pointed like a lion, and her 
eyes were bloodshot and crazed. The flight attendant screamed for his 
life and ran backward in terror. Several other passengers screamed 
and moved away from the scene as Sadie set her eyes on the hatch 
once again. Then she closed her eyes, dismissed the burning pain, and 
launched herself forward. 
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 The air was cool and crisp. The hatch was hurtling somewhere     
else in the clouds as Sadie descended away from the plane as it turned 
to a spec. The last thing Sadie saw was Logan, who had rushed to the 
exit to stop her. Her face was the last thing. Sadie put her arms across 
and put her feet together. “The imposter will not survive,” she 
whispered as the air overtook her. 

 Logan watched as flame took over. Only orange filled her pupils     
as she watched in horror. The explosion was so massive it made the 
plane tilt, but Logan absorbed the heat to keep the plane in balance. 
Tears flooded her eyes as she tried to remember the last thing Sadie 
had said to her.  
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